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Complex technologies used in most human societies are beyond
the inventive capacities of individuals. Instead, they result from a
cumulative process in which innovations are gradually added to
existing cultural traits across many generations. Recent work
suggests that a population’s ability to develop complex technologies is positively affected by its size and connectedness. Here, we
present a simple computer-based experiment that compares the accumulation of innovations by fully and partially connected groups of
the same size in a complex fitness landscape. We find that the propensity to learn from successful individuals drastically reduces cultural
diversity within fully connected groups. In comparison, partially connected groups produce more diverse solutions, and this diversity allows them to develop complex solutions that are never produced in
fully connected groups. These results suggest that explanations of
ancestral patterns of cultural complexity may need to consider levels
of population fragmentation and interaction patterns between partially isolated groups.
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eople everywhere rely on technology for their survival (1). In
even the simplest foraging societies, essential tools are beyond the inventive capacities of individuals; they result from a
cumulative process by which innovations are gradually added to
existing cultural traits across many generations (2). Recent work
suggests that a population’s ability to develop complex technologies is positively affected by its size and connectedness (3–5).
Large interaction networks allow individuals to learn from many
others, and theory predicts that increased opportunities to learn
socially reduces the rate of cultural loss and increases the rate at
which people improve existing cultural traits. This prediction is
supported by evidence from both field and laboratory studies (5–
10). However, some authors have been reluctant to embrace this
idea, pointing out discrepancies between measures of population
size and observed cultural complexity (11–14). It seems likely that
factors other than social network size affect the evolution of cultural complexity, and these factors may obscure the effect of the
population size under some conditions.
One possibility is that social network structure matters as well.
Economists have recently investigated how levels of connectedness in networks affect a group’s ability to solve problems of
varying complexity (15, 16). In agreement with previous work in
cultural evolution, they found that high levels of connectivity help
groups to solve simple tasks. However, they also suggest that wellconnected networks perform poorly at solving complex tasks (15,
16). The complexity of a problem can be represented by mapping all
possible solutions onto a measure of performance, which results in
what has been called a fitness landscape (17). Simple problems are
associated with smooth landscapes, each with a unique optimum
that will be reached by local exploration from any point in the
landscape. By contrast, complex problems are associated with rugged landscapes with multiple peaks of different heights. In rugged
fitness landscapes, a propensity to learn from successful models can
cause the entire population to converge rapidly on a suboptimal
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peak (18). Thus, a well-connected group will quickly reach a local
optimum that may not be the highest one.
In the context of cultural evolution, this work suggests that
well-connected populations might not exhibit the most complex
cultural repertoires. Technologies typically arise from a cumulative process that operates through incremental changes within
path-dependent technological trajectories and by combining traits
that have evolved along different trajectories (19–21). Screws, for
example, are relatively simple artifacts that can be improved incrementally by using better materials, modifying head shape, or using
a different kind of thread. However, one may also combine screws
with unrelated cultural traits to produce radically new technologies.
The bench vise, for instance, results from the combination of a screw
with a lever, and the wheel barrow combines a lever with a wheel
(22). More recently, combinations of levers, pulleys, cranks, ropes,
and toothed gears resulted in the production of early machines that
were used for milling grains, irrigation, construction, and timekeeping (23). The production of such innovations strongly depends
on cultural diversity because more cultural traits provide more
combinatorial opportunities. Thus, well-connected populations may
be less likely to produce complex technologies because the ability to
learn from the most successful models can reduce fitness landscape
exploration and cultural diversity.
To address this question, we used an experimental task in
which individuals had to discover successive innovations to produce
a virtual remedy and stop the spread of a virus. To make the process
of cultural accumulation realistic, we specified that innovations were
contingent upon earlier discoveries and resulted from incremental
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improvement or recombination of different traits (19, 24). Players
were provided with six active ingredients that could be associated
in groups of three to create a remedy. Whereas all 56 possible
triads provided players with a measure of remedy efficiency, two
triads provided players with a new active ingredient (A1 and B1;
Fig. 1). Each of these new ingredients allowed players to create
new, more rewarding triads simulating incremental improvements.
The opportunity for players to discover two different innovations
from the same initial set of ingredients simulated cultural divergence. By allowing players to produce specific triads, early
innovation events opened alternative path-dependent trajectories: Triads using A1 allowed players to discover the new ingredient A2, whereas B1-based triads allowed players to discover B2.
The same principle applied to the discovery of third-level ingredients, after which players had to combine innovations from both
A and B path-dependent trajectories to progress further in the
landscape. For example, the discovery of one of the two fourthlevel innovations required triads involving both A3 and B3.
Participants were placed within groups of six. Each participant
had 72 trials to refine his/her own remedy and maximize his/her
cumulative score. We compared two different treatments. In the
fully connected condition, players were provided with information
about the remedies produced by the five other group members after
each trial. In the partially connected condition, players were

Results
We found that fully connected groups were able to discover A3
(50% of groups) and B3 (33.3%), but none of the fully connected
groups were able to discover both A3 and B3. In comparison,
91.7% of partially isolated groups discovered A3, 66.7% discovered B3, and 58.3% discovered both (Fig. 2). Additionally, every
partially connected group that reached both third-level innovations combined them together and produced some fourth-level
innovations. In three of the five partially connected groups that
failed to reach fourth-level innovations, the three subgroups happened to produce innovations along the same pathway, thereby

B

Fig. 1. Path-dependent trajectories. The six initial ingredients were randomly divided into two types unknown to players. These ingredients could be associated using a three-slot apparatus. Within each type, ingredients were randomly assigned one of three possible values. Ingredients positively interacted
with ingredients from the same type and negatively with ingredients from the other type, which created an initial fitness landscape with two possible optima
with the same value. The discovery of one of these optima provided players with a new ingredient (A1 or B1). A1 and B1 were assigned the same value
(superior to those values associated with the initial ingredients) and positively or negatively interacted with the same number of randomly chosen ingredients
(the interaction pattern of A1 was the reverse of the interaction pattern of B1). As a result, A1 and B1 allowed players to produce specific and more rewarding
triads (A1-based and B1-based triads). Scores associated with superior-level innovations were attributed according to the same principle, and the most rewarding Ai-based and Bi-based triads provided players with a new ingredient (Ai+1 and Bi+1, respectively). A3 and B3, however, were assigned specific
properties and strongly and positively interacted with each other. As a result, the most rewarding A3-based triad (that provided players with A4) required B3,
and, reciprocally, the most rewarding B3-based triad (that provided players with B4) required A3.
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members of a partially connected network of three subgroups of two
players. Players could observe the solutions of the other player within
their subgroup, and, occasionally, different groups were connected
by the movement of individuals between groups.
We predicted that individuals in fully connected groups would
tend to converge on the same solution, making them unable to
generate new traits by combining solutions from different
path-dependent trajectories. We expected individuals in partially
connected groups to be more likely to progress along different pathdependent trajectories, and thus exhibit more diverse cultural repertoires, including innovations resulting from the combination of
traits arising from different evolutionary pathways.

Fig. 2. Probability of producing third-level innovations. Fully connected
groups were able to discover either A3 or B3, but none of them were able to
discover both. In comparison, partially connected groups were able to produce both in 58.3% of cases. The higher probability of discovering A3 over B3
across treatments may be due to individuals’ propensity to associate warmcolored ingredients (Fig. 1).

preventing any recombination. The two others did not reach both
third-level innovations by the end of the experiment. Consistent
with predictions from theoretical work (16), partially isolated groups
did not perform as well in the short run as fully connected groups,
but performed better in the long run than fully connected groups
(Fig. 3).
Discussion
Our experimental results show that partially connected groups
produce more diverse solutions and this diversity leads to the
development of complex solutions that are never observed in
fully connected groups. Individuals in fully connected groups
tend to converge to the same solution in early stages of the innovation process, and this convergence limits their ability to develop
complex solutions in later stages. Participants had a strong propensity to learn from successful individuals and adopted new beneficial ingredients in one of the two trials that followed their
discovery in almost 70% of cases. This propensity to learn from
successful individuals promoted the discovery of new solutions that
are built upon older ones (i.e., within the same path-dependent
trajectory). However, as innovations accumulate, well-connected
groups get locked into a particular pathway because the higher
payoffs associated with more refined traits discourage individuals
from exploring alternative, lower payoff solutions. This lock-in
effect is illustrated by the fact that fully connected groups produced their best solutions after only 35 trials on average and did
not develop alternative solutions. These results are consistent with
the arguments that early innovation events drive the subsequent
direction of change and create powerful exclusion effects. Progress
along one path-dependent trajectory hinders progress along other
trajectories (19, 25, 26).
The same payoff-driven learning strategies were observed within
partially connected groups, but initial isolation enhanced exploration and often caused subgroups to progress along alternative pathdependent trajectories. Then, contacts between subgroups that had
evolved along different pathways allowed groups to combine different solutions to develop increasingly complex solutions (Fig. 4).
2984 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1518798113

These results suggest that larger and more connected populations do not necessarily exhibit higher cultural complexity. Previous theoretical work suggested that the effects of population size
and connectedness on cultural evolution should be similar because
higher levels of connectedness allow information to flow within
large networks and should prevent cultural loss. Our results suggest
that increased connectedness can limit cultural accumulation when
the landscape is more rugged and improvement relies on recombining elements from different path-dependent trajectories. Under
these circumstances, decreased connectedness leads to greater
cultural diversity between groups, which can enhance the evolution of technological complexity. It is, however, important to
note that in the present experiment, acquisition of cultural
traits was straightforward. In more realistic situations, high
levels of fragmentation should expose small and isolated groups
to higher rates of cultural loss (3–7) and reduce the rate at which
innovations appear within groups (as shown by lower rates of
short-run accumulation in partially connected groups; Fig. 4).
Thus, outside the laboratory, there is probably an optimal level of
connectedness that balances cultural loss and cultural diversity.
Our experiment also suggests that changes in patterns of interaction between populations could have been critical in our
evolutionary past. Contacts between previously isolated groups
could have brought different skills and cultural traits together
and may have led to increased cultural complexity. Interestingly,
the Upper Paleolithic period is characterized by a significant
increase in both technological and cultural complexity. Several
lines of evidence suggest that more frequent contacts between
populations may have taken place during this period. First, the
archeological record indicates more regular use of body decorations (e.g., shell beads, teeth, ivory, ostrich egg shells), which
are thought to serve between-group signaling functions (27–29).
Second, the expansion of interaction networks is suggested by
the emergence of long-distance flows of tools and raw materials
(29). Our results suggest that the development of these expanded
interaction networks may help explain the rapid increase in
technical complexity observed during this period, including rapid
shifts in core reduction techniques; use of bone, antler, and ivory
in production of tools; and the invention of improved hunting
technologies (29). Because group size and changes in interaction
patterns are both expected to affect cultural evolution, it may be

Fig. 3. Remedy score across time. Fully connected groups outperformed
partially connected groups in the short run before being trapped on local
optima. Contact events that took place from trial 36 allowed partially connected groups to benefit from cultural diversity and escape local optima.
Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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landscape is likely to apply to some optimization problems, it
does not capture the cumulative nature of the technological
process. Historians of technology and economists have described how innovations are contingent upon earlier discoveries (19, 24), which means that innovations create new, more
rewarding and previously unreachable positions in the landscape. Our experiment captures this dynamic because as soon
as groups start along a path-dependent trajectory, nonlocal
moves become unprofitable.
Our experiment illustrates how networks of partially isolated
groups connected by occasional migration events can outperform
fully connected networks of the same size. It is, however, worth
noting that other network structures may affect exploration and
cultural diversity in a similar way. Theoretical work by economists, for example, typically compares networks composed of
permanent links with different levels of clustering rather than occasionally connected groups. These studies indicate that more
clustering leads to more thorough exploration of the design space,
which suggests that high levels of isolation might not be necessary
to allow connected groups to evolve on different pathways. In
theory, fragmentation should only play a role when the rate at
which innovations spread to other groups is lower than the rate at
which groups produce innovations. Weakly connected groups, for
example, may not progress along different trajectories if the rate of
evolution is low because innovations will spread among groups
before alternative solutions are produced. We saw this case in our
experiment. In the partially connected treatment, two groups had
subgroups that initially progressed along different trajectories but
then converged to the same path-dependent trajectory after contact
PNAS | March 15, 2016 | vol. 113 | no. 11 | 2985
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hard to disentangle these effects properly. However, assuming
that long-distance flows of raw materials and personal ornaments
can provide information about degree of population structuring,
it should be possible to investigate the extent to which changes in
the pattern of interaction among members of different populations affected cultural complexity in our evolutionary past.
The effect of connectedness may explain discrepancies between inferred population size and observed cultural complexity.
For example, Powell et al. (5) used molecular data to estimate
when different regions of the world reached the same population
density as Europe at the start of the Upper Paleolithic. They
report that the crossing of the density threshold coincided with
the appearance of markers of modern behavior in some regions,
but not others. Our results suggest that population size alone is
not sufficient to predict cultural complexity. We predict that
populations with more markers of group identity should exhibit
more complex cultural traits than populations of the same size
that have fewer markers of group identity.
Our results seem to be at odds with the results of a previous
experimental study of problem solving, which found that more
connected groups were better able to solve a task associated with
a rugged landscape than less connected ones (30). However, this
study was based on a fitness landscape that was very different from
the fitness landscape assumed in our experiment. In the task used
by Mason and Watts (30), participants searched for the most rewarding position on a 2D map, and every landscape position was
accessible from every other position in the landscape. Even if
groups got trapped on a suboptimal peak, single nonlocal moves
could reveal more rewarding solutions. Although this kind of

EVOLUTION

Fig. 4. Example of partially connected group scores and associated progress along trajectories. Subgroup 1 initially progressed along the B trajectory (red
line), whereas subgroups 2 and 3 progressed along the A trajectory (dark blue line). Subgroup 1 benefited from the visit of a subgroup 3 member (vertical
blue bar) and acquired A1 before reaching A3 after visiting subgroup 2 (vertical green hatched bar). Subgroup 2 reached B3 following the same visit, whereas
the first contact with subgroup 3 (vertical blue hatched bar) did not result in any improvements for either subgroup because they previously produced the
same innovations. Subgroups 1 and 2 independently reached A4 following these first contacts. Subgroup 3 eventually got out of the local optimum after
second contacts with subgroups 1 and 2. Note that after contacts, subgroups were still progressing along different trajectories as subgroups 1 and 2 exploited
A5 and subgroup 3 exploited B4. Vertical full and hatched bars illustrate incoming and outgoing visits, respectively, by a single individual. Bar color illustrates
subgroups with whom contacts took place. The horizontal black dotted line illustrates the best score that can be reached when exploiting a single evolutionary trajectory.

events revealed alternative, more rewarding solutions to less efficient subgroups. As a result, these whole groups converged to a single
local optimum and failed to reach both third-level innovations.
Cultural homogenization may also depend on other factors,
such as the structure of cultural learning. For instance, individuals are much more likely to learn skills from kin and members
of their communities than from others. Contemporary data from
Fijian villages show that being from the same village doubles an
individual’s likelihood of being selected as a model (31). Such
preferences constrain information flow and, according to recent
experimental results, may facilitate the emergence of different
cultural norms (32). More generally, conformism (the tendency to
acquire the most common behavior exhibited in a group) can also
help maintain significant differences among groups despite factors
such as migration and intermarriage (33). In addition, large and
geographically widespread interconnected populations may experience and take advantage of diverse local resources, which could
make them more likely to explore different solutions. Heterogeneity
in stone-flaking systems observed in southern Africa during Marine
Isotope stage 5 (130–80 ka), for example, is thought to have resulted
from a low rate of information transfer between groups whose
technological systems were strongly locally adapted (27).
Further research will be needed to clarify the extent to which
patterns of between-group interactions or population structure
may have affected cultural complexity in our evolutionary past.
In particular, theoretical work could investigate the effect of
variation in the properties of the fitness landscape; population
structure; and structure of cultural learning, such as payoffbiased learning, conformism, and accessibility of cultural models.
Recent research indicates that contemporary hunter-gatherer
societies display a unique social structure involving extensive
interactions between people living in different residential groups
(34, 35). This population structure may constrain information
dissemination and promote exploration of the design space.
However, high interaction rates probably prevent bands within
an ethnolinguistic group from progressing along radically different technological trajectories. Instead, the effect we report
is more likely to be a result of contacts between different ethnolinguistic groups. Archeologists are just starting to infer ancestral population structure from the archeological record (27,
28, 36). Our results suggest that it is worth pursuing this effort.
Taking into account levels of population fragmentation and
between-group contact may shed new light on ancestral patterns of cultural accumulation.
Methods
Participants. A total of 144 University of Montpellier students (72 women and
72 men) were randomly selected from a database managed by the Laboratory
of Experimental Economics of Montpellier (LEEM) and recruited by email
from various universities in Montpellier, France. Informed consent was
obtained from all subjects before starting the experiment (ethical approval
was given by the Arizona State University Institutional Review Board, code:
STUDY00002815). The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 44 y (mean of 24 y, SD
of 4.32 y). Participants received V5 for participating and an additional
amount ranging from V5 to V30 depending on their own performance.
Procedure. The experiment took place in a computer room at the LEEM at the
University of Montpellier. For each session, a maximum of 18 participants
(exclusively male or female) were recruited and randomly assigned to one
condition of the experiment. Participants sat at physically separated and
networked computers, and were randomly assigned to a group. Players did
not know who belonged to their group and were instructed that communication and note taking were not allowed. Before starting the experiment,
participants were requested to enter their age and sex, and could read instructions on their screens. At the end of the game, each subject received a
reward according to his/her performance (V15 on average).
Game Principle. The participants played a computer game (programmed in
Object Pascal with Delphi 6) in which they were asked to develop a remedy to
fight a virtual virus. Players were initially provided with six basic active
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ingredients that could be used without any limit and could be associated in
groups of three to create a remedy. All triads were allowed, including those
trials involving the repeated use of the same ingredient. The order of the
ingredients had no effect on the result, so that 56 unique triads could be
produced from the six initial ingredients. Whereas all triads provided players
with a score (as a measure of remedy efficiency), two of them allowed players to
benefit from new active ingredients. New ingredients arose when players
produced a triad that belonged to a list of predetermined successful triads.
When discovered, new ingredients could, in turn, be associated with other
ingredients. Triads using new ingredients allowed players to produce more
rewarding triads and created opportunities to find other new ingredients. A
total of 16 new ingredients could be produced. Players were given 25 s to
generate a triad and were asked to maximize their cumulative score across 72
trials. No information associated with triads (score or resulting ingredient) was
displayed before the end of 25 s.
Fitness Landscape. The fitness landscape associated with our task was designed to
allow players to progress along two symmetrical path-dependent trajectories. To
do so, we randomly divided the initial set of ingredients into two types unknown
to players. Within each of the types, ingredients were randomly assigned one of
three possible values (6, 8, or 10). Triad scores based on the initial set of ingredients
were calculated as follows:
Score =

ð1 + 0.5αÞ. ðS1 + S2 + S3 Þ
,
β

[1]

with α taking the value 0, 1, or 2 depending on whether triads involved one,
two, or three different ingredients and β taking the value 1 or 2 depending
on whether triads involved ingredients from one or two types. S1, S2, and S3
are the scores of ingredients 1, 2, and 3, respectively. As a result, two different triads based on initial ingredients provided players with the highest
payoff (Fig. 1). The discovery of these triads provided players with a new
ingredient that allowed them to produce new and more rewarding triads
(Fig. S1).
New ingredients were given a score that was equal to the score of the best
initial ingredients (10) plus 5 × i, with i equal to the innovation rank (A1 = 15,
A2 = 20, etc.). Then, ingredients were randomly divided into two types, so
that ingredients previously positively interacting with each other did not
necessarily do so when they were associated with a new ingredient. Triad
scores were then calculated according to Eq. 1, except that 90% of the score
of the best possible triad from the lower level was added to the result. For
example, B2-based triad scores were calculated according to Eq. 1, and 90%
of the best B1-based triad was then added to the score. This bonus ensured
that scores of lower level innovation-based triads were only slightly overlapping with triads involving higher innovations (Fig. S1). Each time a player
generated the most rewarding triad, given his/her set of ingredients, he/she
was provided with a new ingredient.
To simulate innovations that result from the combinations of traits arising
from different evolutionary trajectories, we assigned two pairs of ingredients
specific interacting properties (A3/B3 and A6/B6) that led to higher payoffs. The
score of triads containing one of these pairs was calculated according to Eq. 1,
and 150% of the score of the best possible triad from the lower level was
added to the result. As a result, fourth- and seventh-level innovations could
only be produced by combining A3 with B3 and A6 with B6, respectively. Again,
this bonus ensured that this form of innovation (combining traits coming from
different pathways) provided players with scores that did not overlap with
triads involving single trajectory-based triads (Fig. S1).
Treatments. We compared two different treatments that involved same-sized
groups of players but provided them with different social learning opportunities. In the fully connected condition, players were part of a group of six
and were provided with information from their other group members after
each trial (the same five sources of social information). In the partially
connected condition, players were part of a network of three subgroups of
two players, and were subsequently connected by the movement of individuals between groups. During the first 36 trials, players could only observe
the other member of their own subgroup. At the end of trial 36, one player
was randomly removed from his/her own subgroup and joined another
subgroup for three trials, after which he/she returned to his/her initial subgroup for three trials. Then, another contact event took place. Each individual
was moved from his/her initial subgroup to another subgroup once. In total,
each subgroup experienced four contact events, two incoming and two
outgoing, with two different subgroups (Fig. 4). All treatments involved 72
participants in single-sex populations (12 replicates each).
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Social Information. After each trial, players were provided with information
about triads that they produced and triads produced by other individuals
with whom they were connected [ingredients that had been used, triad score,
and resulting new ingredient (if any)]. This information was displayed for 5 s,
after which players were provided with an opportunity to produce a new
triad. Although the social information panel was removed from the screen,
players could obtain access to this information through the use of a record
panel. The record panel provided players with their last triad score, the ingredients involved, and a record of their new ingredients (if any). Players
could click onto new ingredients to get a reminder about how to produce
them. By clicking onto an anonymized name (e.g., “player 3”) and associated
last triad score, players could switch between their own record and the record of players they were connected with. The record panel for other players
displayed the player’s last triad score, ingredients involved, and a record of
their new ingredients (if any). Players could learn how to produce these
ingredients by clicking onto them.

until they could access (nonrelevant) social information to make sure that all
players mastered the game interface before starting the experiment. Players
were informed that the ultimate aim of the game was to maximize their
cumulative score and that new ingredients were generally more efficient
than initial ones. Players were also informed that their monetary reward
depended on their cumulative score. The fitness function that determined
the value of a triad was unknown to players.
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ANTHROPOLOGY

EVOLUTION

Tutorial and Pregame Information. Before starting, the players had to complete a tutorial during which basic actions, such as dragging and dropping
ingredients, had to be completed. The tutorial also guided players’ actions
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